Cypher360
Automated Workflow Documenter

Cypher360 is an automated tool that examines K2 4.6.11 and above workflows to create
comprehensive and accurate workflow documentation with easy to understand visual
diagrams. With Cypher360 all key components of a workflow are automatically
documented within minutes, a task that could otherwise take hours or days to complete.
Cypher360 provides a consolidated sequential data list of all K2 activities and events for
any given workflow. The workflow details are displayed in a user-friendly format for quick
and easy review.

Less Clicking with an
Expandable Viewing Area

Consolidated Sequential Lists
all on One Page

Default Outcomes, Destination Sets,
DataFields, Events,
SMartObjects, SmartForms,
IPC Calls

No need to drill down
and get lost in a
countless number
of tiny windows
Clear Visual Diagrams

Clearly Outlined
Routing Specifications

Easy to Read Diagrams
that Mirror the Workflow

Routing line names,
logical conditions,
destination settings, and
other relevant
routing information

Quickly convert K2 workflows
into a visual diagram
where each activity is
automatically linked to
the workflows data
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ABOUT US
Method Automation Services connects people, processes, and technology. We build
configurable digital process automation solutions that work with your current systems
and infrastructure. Our top-tier team of business and technical architects, project
managers, UX designers, and developers understand the power of business process
automation for any industry and closely work with you for a seamless transformation.

OUR SOLUTIONS
Accounts Payable
BI Financial Dashboard
Change Request
MAPWorkfloz
matterPRO
SaaS Connectors & Service Brokers
Time Off Management
Support Ticket System
Budget 360
Cypher360

OUR SERVICES
Many companies struggle with error-prone manual processes across
disconnected systems. Method Automation excels at solving the
challenges that occur with building and supporting critical business
solutions. Method Automation has delivered hundreds of initial K2
platform applications to help small and enterprise organizations
achieve their goals.

BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION BENEFITS
Process Automation combined with Workflow Integration simplifies and
improves business processes. Consistent automated business rules
streamline cross-departmental efforts and accelerate tasks and
procedures. A configurable digitized form solution guarantees your
data will automatically and safely flow in and out of your current
business systems. Here are a few more reasons why we use K2.

Low-code process automation tool
User-friendly & re-usable forms
Automatic notifications
Clear process visibility
Content permission control
Customized reporting system and full audit trails
IT department backlog reduction
Administrative process approvals, security setup, & error handling

